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We Build It. We Sell It. We Guarantee It.®
Arizona Iron Patio Furniture has been established since
January 2009 in Phoenix, AZ. Since our inception, we
have been committed to manufacturing and selling the
highest quality wrought iron and steel outdoor furniture
possible with a primary focus on value by selling directly
to our customers.
We offer 5 different lines of our very own furniture that is
fully customizable with an endless combination of outdoor
fabrics and powder coated frame colors. In addition to our
furniture lines we also make custom replacement cushions
using the finest outdoor fabric and thread in the industry
as well as carry a variety of patio accessories, tables and
shade options.

Our products include most everything that you will need to
design your outdoor space for style, beauty, comfort, and
functionality. From our deep seating conversation groups,
outdoor dining sets, comfortable cushioned chaise lounges and canopy beds on to our umbrellas, curtains, accessories and incredible stone fire tables, we aim to offer
products that are made to stand the test of time at prices
well below retail.
With us, you will always have access to decision makers.
Our knowledgeable team of family and friends is always
appreciative, available, and here to help. This isn’t just
furniture to us - this is the stuff that life is lived on through
generations.

family owned
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100% hand
crafted

custom design
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powercoated
frames

sunbrella
fabrics

lifetime thread
warranty

4 valley
locations

lifetime frame
warranty

we deliver & set up
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Furniture collections

sonoran
What do you get when you mix comfort, elegance, style,
durability and an unbeatable price point?
Our “Sonoran” Collection is the most popular selling series at Arizona Iron Patio Furniture. The 100% hand welded
frame is constructed using 1 1/2′′ diameter round (16 gauge)
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steel along with flat iron support bars and hand forged
rings at the back and bottom. The collection also features
a hand forged 2′′ flat iron arm to accentuate the style of
your outdoor setting. All casual seating and poolside pieces boast 6 1/2′′ thick memory reflex cushions while dining
pieces feature 3 1/2′′ thick cushions.

casual seating
Club Chairs, Love Seats, Sofas, Curved Seating, Ottomans, Sectionals, Tables and Custom Seating.

dining & bar stools
Dining Chairs, Benches, Tables, Bar Stools and Bar Chairs.

poolside
Single Chaise, Chaise and 1/2, Double Chaise, Round Double Chaise and Oversized Ottomans.

* All furniture pieces within our Sonoran Collection are able to be modified with a variety of comfort and design options.
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Furniture collections

sunrise
There is nothing quite like taking in an Arizona sunrise
while sitting in the comfort of your own personal outdoor
retreat.
Our “Sunrise” Collection is made with style, longevity, and
comfort in mind. This collection features deep seating conversation pieces along with poolside and dining pieces
with a bold frame design that clearly sets it apart. The
100% hand welded frame is constructed using 2′′ diameter
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round (16 gauge) steel along with flat iron support bars
and hand forged rings at the bottom. The collection also
features a 3′′ flat iron arm that is hand forged in the front of
the arm as well as in the back with a “jellyroll” forge creating a look of elegance while serving as a very comfortable
arm rest. All casual seating and poolside pieces boast
6 1/2′′ thick memory reflex cushions while dining pieces
feature 3 1/2′′ thick cushions.

casual seating
Club Chairs, Love Seats, Sofas, Curved Seating, Ottomans, Sectionals, Tables and Custom Seating.

dining & bar stools
Dining Chairs, Benches, Tables, Bar Stools and Bar Chairs.

poolside
Single Chaise, Chaise and 1/2, Double Chaise, Round Double Chaise and Oversized Ottomans.

* All furniture pieces within our Sunrise Collection are able to be modified with a variety of comfort and design options.
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Furniture collections

grand canyon
It’s Arizona’s most famous nickname, “The Grand Canyon
State”, and the canyon is known for it’s visually overwhelming size and intricate and colorful landscape. We’ve taken
those attributes a step further in designing our own “Grand
Canyon” Collection and added comfort to the mix!
Our “Grand Canyon” Collection is a favorite with Arizona Iron
Patio Furniture customers that require a more grandiose style
to fill their outdoor space. The 100% hand welded frame is
constructed using a large 3′′ diameter round (16 gauge) steel
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along with flat iron support bars and hand forged rings at the
bottom of the legs. The collection also features a hand forged
4′′ wide iron arm that further accentuates its grandeur with a
“jellyroll” forge accent on the back of the arms for added hand
crafted style. All casual seating and poolside pieces boast extra thick and comfortable 8 1/2′′ thick memory reflex cushions.

casual seating
Club Chairs, Love Seats, Sofas, Curved Seating, Ottomans, Sectionals, Tables and Custom Seating.

poolside
Single Chaise, Chaise and 1/2, Double Chaise, Round Double Chaise and Oversized Ottomans.

* Please Note: If you are looking for a dining accompaniment for this collection, our Sonoran or Sunrise Collections
are the perfect solution.
** All furniture pieces within our Grand Canyon Collection are able to be modified with a variety of comfort and design options.
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Furniture collections

elite

A designer and resort favorite, this collection is built with
square tubing and consistent clean lines that have a modern
look and feel. Incredibly comfortable, sleek and stylish, this is
not your average outdoor furniture... this is the Elite Collection.
Our “Elite” Collection is a favorite for those in search of a
more contemporary option for their outdoor settings. We’ve
remained true to our roots in designing and manufacturing
this furniture with longevity and style at the forefront of our
attention. Sleek, attractive and uniquely chiseled, this mod-
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ern collection is sure to last a lifetime. Our “Elite” Collection
is 100% hand welded with mitered corners and a tedious
grinding process to ensure the most elegant finished product
imaginable. The frame is typically constructed using 2′′ x 2′′
square steel but is also available in a variety of other tubing
frames including smaller/lighter square tubing and a thinner 1”x2”tubing frame option. Many of the pieces feature a
“floating” design element to add to its unique style. All casual
seating and poolside pieces boast 6 1/2′′ thick memory reflex
cushions while dining pieces feature 3 1/2′′ thick cushions.

casual seating
Club Chairs, Love Seats, Sofas, Curved Seating, Ottomans, Sectionals, Tables and Custom Seating.

dining & bar stools
Dining Chairs, Benches, Tables, Bar Stools and Bar Chairs.

poolside
Single Chaise, Chaise and 1/2, Double Chaise, Round Double Chaise and Oversized Ottomans.

** All furniture pieces within our Elite Collection are able to be modified with a variety of comfort and design options.
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Furniture collections

signature
After multiple prototypes and many hours of design, we decided to“make our mark”on this “Signature” Collection. With
a very unique arm-to-back consistency that you have to see
in person to fully appreciate, this collection is truly one-of-akind.
With its extra deep seating, thick comfortable cushions, and
consistent linear design, Arizona Iron Patio Furniture’s
“Signature” Collection is another option for those in search
of a style that offers a more contemporary approach.
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This collection is 100% hand welded with mitered corners
and a tedious grinding process to ensure the most beautiful
final product possible. The frame is constructed using 2” x 4”
rectangular steel for a strong, yet unique and stunning appearance. Since we are the manufacturer, this collection is
available in a variety of depth options to suit your particular
space and desired comfort. All outdoor casual seating and
poolside pieces boast 8 1/2′′ thick memory reflex cushions.

casual seating
Club Chairs, Love Seats, Sofas, Curved Seating, Ottomans, Sectionals, Tables and Custom Seating.

poolside
Single Chaise, Chaise and 1/2, Double Chaise, Round Double Chaise and Oversized Ottomans.

* Please note: If you are looking for a dining accompaniment for this collection, our Elite Collection is the perfect solution.

** All furniture pieces within our Signature Collection are able to be modified with a variety of comfort and design options.
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Furniture Collections

canopy beds
Think Las Vegas, Jamaica, think Hawaiian resort, think… your own home?! That’s right, those ultra-comfortable, incredibly
stylish, chic and upscale canopy beds that you’ve seen at resorts are available for your very own backyard retreat!
This is Arizona Iron Patio Furniture’s single favorite piece. We manufacture these beds to suit your space in a large variety of
shapes and sizes. Our most popular canopy bed measures at 7′w x 7′d x 7′h making it the same length of a California King but
a full 12″ wider. These beds boasts an incredibly comfortable 8 1/2″ thick memory reflex foam mattress with a removable
Sunbrella fabric cover and canopy for easy washing This indestructible outdoor bed features a versatile six piece frameset
with a 4” x 4” square or 3” round post construction. We are able to build these pieces in full custom sizes based on your
specific requirements as well as offer additional options such as headboards and TV mounts.
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Furniture Collections

sectionals

Our sectionals are fully customizable and available in most any size, shape and configuration. Let us help design a sectional
to best suit your space or design your own and we can build it.
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tables

fire tables

Our Fire Tables are skillfully crafted using only the best hand selected natural stone tiles set atop the strongest table top
foundation to be found anywhere. Choose from a variety of shapes and sizes, stones, glass, and powder coated bases.
These tables are top quality, 100% American, and built to last.
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tables

natural stone
and slotted iron
Old world manufacturing traditions meets Arizona climate demands with our superior hand crafted outdoor tables.
Typical “outdoor” tables use inferior table making methods including the use of materials such as “hardi-backer” board, a “proprietary
core” (plywood), styrofoam, chicken wire, thin set glues and stucco. While our customers have of course come to expect the great
prices that we offer, we also know that our customers demand a high level of quality when they purchase from Arizona Iron Patio
Furniture. With that in mind, we’ve decided not to rest our reputation on such poorly built tables that have become the standard for
the industry and the cause of so many headaches, often after just one Arizona summer. Instead, we decided to build better tables
and still offer them at very competitive prices that are most often well below the typical retail of the poorly built tables that are
available for sale in other stores.
Our tables are constructed by hand with the best available materials, care and patience. We are proud to offer our premium natural
stone tables carefully set over a concrete foundation that is supported with a rebar frame set. Rebar makes concrete much stronger and keeps it from cracking over time. Once leveled and hardened, we apply the finest natural stones that we can find including
gorgeous hand selected Onyx, Travertine, Granite and Slate. Our heirloom quality tables and bases are offered in a vast variety of
shapes and sizes.
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tables

natural stone
and slotted iron
Natural Stone
We make these tables by hand in a large variety of shapes and sizes. Choose from differing shades and colors of Travertine,
Slate, Onyx or Granite Tiles.

slotted iron tables
These virtually indestructible tables have a clean look and finish. They are hand made and powder coated to
your specifications.
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customizable design options

fabric and frame
color options

We encourage our customers to be their own designer and really get creative to achieve the look and feel that best displays
their personality and style. With over 800 Sunbrella fabric options and dozens of powder coated frame colors to choose from,
the combinations are endless. We even offer an industry leading 400 Sunbrella fabrics at our lowest prices so you will have a
ton of options without having to pay more like typical retail.
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customizable design options

alternate frame sizes
and design modifications

While many choose to own our collections just as they are in standard design, we absolutely love the fact that we have limitless design options available within those lines. Choose the material of the frame, back designs, or modify depth, height, and
arms to achieve optimal comfort and a one of a kind design of your own.
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Custom Replacement Cushions

All of our high quality outdoor replacement cushions are made using 5 year warranted Sunbrella fabrics. Also, because we
use the industries best (Tenara) thread on all of our cushions, we offer an unprecedented lifetime warranty on our workmanship. We can build your replacement cushions in nearly any shape and size.
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accessories

We carry an assortment of outdoor accessories that are meant to add convenience, beauty, protection and that finishing
touch to your outdoor space. Choose from our custom fit covers, removable arm pads, towel racks, candle sconces, table
runners, placemats, outdoor rugs and so much more.
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shade

umbrellas
If your outdoor space requires protection from the sun, we can help. We offer a variety of umbrellas in over 600 Sunbrella fabrics
with options ranging from standard market umbrellas to cantilevers or various size, shapes and maneuverability. We are also the only
business in Arizona to offer the innovative “Oasis” rolling umbrella bases which are available in a variety of shapes, sizes, and color
options to match your frame.
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shade

umbrellas
umbrellas
Beat the Arizona heat and continue to enjoy your outdoor spaces by adding some shade. We have a large variety of
umbrellas available in different sizes, shapes, and over 600 Sunbrella fabrics.
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commercial applications

Our resume includes a large variety of commercial applications and solid long term relationships ranging from professional
sports teams, restaurants, hotels, apartment complexes and beyond. We create durable and sustainable furniture that is
meant to save businesses money over the years while also offering inviting, comfortable and gorgeous outdoor spaces.
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testimonials
Your satisfaction is truly our number one priority as we strive to offer a level of customer service and follow through that is unparalleled in today’s marketplace. We pride ourselves on our impeccable reputation and the long term relationships that we have built
with our customers. Here is just a sampling of what they have had to say about us:
“Exceptional quality and service. When it comes to outdoor furniture, this is as durable as it gets. Arizona Iron Patio Furniture is an All
Star in a league of their own.”

Shane Doan, Arizona Coyotes Great
“My husband and I regard Arizona Iron Furniture as the highest quality outdoor furniture in all of the AZ area; with the most unique
pieces which will last a lifetime. We are very discerning when it comes to quality and our backyard is completely furnished by Arizona
Iron Furniture; from gorgeous red onyx tables to curved sofas around our fire pit. We love to have parties and whenever we do, our
guests (literally) gasp at how beautiful our backyard furniture is. You don’t see this workmanship or quality anywhere. Their customer service is equally exemplary; with follow ups and phone calls, ensuring the precise nature of configuring the sizing and best
placement of pieces. The pricing is incredible as well, for this kind of quality. You will be thrilled with all their furniture. It is absolutely
stunning in person.”
Phyllis R., Scottsdale, AZ
“I have owned AZ iron outdoor furniture since 2009. It is sturdy, durable, and will not blow over even during the monsoon. Great
Quality for a Great Value.”
Lori A, Phoenix, AZ
“I absolutely love my new furniture. The quality is exceptional! It is so comfortable. I could’ve went to another store and bought some
Chinese junk, for a little less, but I would have to buy it all again in a few years. This furniture from Arizona Iron Furniture will last a
lifetime. I love that someone local welded up the steel frame and powder coated it, and someone local actually sewed my 7 inch
thick cushions. It took about 6 weeks to have my stuff made, but it was certainly worth the wait. Please check out this store, you will
be happy you did. And when I was shopping the sales person was not pushy, when I asked questions they knew their product and
were very helpful.”
J.R. G, Peoria, AZ
“When my big box store patio set fell apart I decided on Arizona Iron Furniture for a replacement set. This is really well built sturdy
furniture that puts the aluminum and faux wicker junk to shame. The staff at the store and the delivery guys were all very nice and
professional. They have a ton of different fabrics to choose from and the maintenance of the furniture so far has been very easy and
still looks great. I highly recommend them for their outstanding service and quality furniture.”
Jeff R., Tempe, AZ
“We had a super experience with this great company! We couldn’t be happier with our furniture, and the choice of fabrics will blow
your mind!! Great product, wonderful people and fantastic prices!”
Shelly H, Avondale, AZ
“Best patio furniture in the valley customer service is impeccable! Sales people are very friendly really work with your budget. I
would not go elsewhere but this place to get any future patio furniture. Highly recommend this for anybody looking for great
quality patio furniture.”
Gus H., Gilbert, AZ
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4 Valley Locations
phoenix

Glendale

Mfg Facility and Main Office
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat-Sun Closed

Showroom
Open 7 Days a Week
10am-6pm

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

1209 Grand Ave.

6384 W. Bell Rd.

Phoenix, AZ 85007

Glendale, AZ 85308

O F F I C E 602.254.2088

O F F I C E 623.979.5607

F A X 602.268.7433

F A X 623.412.0564

Phoenix@ArizonaIronFurniture.com

Glendale@ArizonaIronFurniture.com

gilbert

scottsdale

Showroom
Open 7 Days a Week
10am-6pm

Showroom
Open 7 Days a Week
10am-6pm

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

2765 S. Market St.

15330 N. Hayden Rd.

Gilbert, AZ 85295

Scottsdale, AZ 85260

O F F I C E 480.917.0658

O F F I C E 480.912.6060

F A X 480.917.0638

F A X 480.912.6059

Gilbert@ArizonaIronFurniture.com

Scottsdale@ArizonaIronFurniture.com
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